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Editorial

There seems to be no end to
EPOC’s successes. We have
two more new Champions at
National level, Simon Martland at Long Distance, and
James Logue at Middle Distance.
Along with the Epistle, that’s
three national awards in as
many months.
Very recently Simon also triumphed at the Northern
Champs, along with Alasdair
Pedley running for his first
Claim club Edinburgh University.
I am resting this months featured member, however we
have a couple of members in
the pipeline for the future.
Last month we had a feature
on goal setting , and my goals
are going OK. This month we
look at The Beast Within.
In recent articles in this magazine and in the Compass
Sport magazine two things
keep rearing their head. Firstly the lack of a social aspect to
orienteering, so it was nice to
see folk hanging around in
Claremount club after today’s
event at Akroyden. So please
come to the club championships and social in July. It will
be lovely to meet the faces of
the names I write about.
The other issue is the cost of
the sport. With rising prices
everywhere, it will be good to
see orienteering making an
effort to keep them down, so
look out for more fixtures at
our neighbouring clubs, and
Find Your Way events nearby.
November 2020 to January 2021
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Chairman’s Chat

How the time flies, it doesn’t seem 2
minutes since I was writing the last
Chairman’s Chat!

relays it was success all round with
both EPOC relay teams making the
podium – the M50 team (Simon, Jonathan & Mike) came 2nd and the
Women’s Short team (Emma, Megan
& Laura) came 3rd. Good luck to the
EPOC members travelling to Wales
for the JK at Easter where a number
of people are running the individual
events and we will also have 3 relay
teams, so fingers crossed for some
more good results all round!

tember so if anyone is able to do this
or knows someone we could approach then also let me know.

In a different area of orienteering a
lot of work has been going on behind
Since the last Epistle EPOC haven’t
the scenes with the BO Find Your
had any events but we do have an
Way (FYW) project which aims to
urban event at Akroydon this weektarget orienteering activities in areas
end as well as a MapRun at Beeof higher social deprivation. In parchwood Park over Easter to keep
ticular Richard and Neil have been
people busy.
very involved with mapping and setEPOC members have however been
ting up MapRuns to support this. We
busy at other events recently. This
In my last chat I mentioned that we
are getting to a stage where we will
includes a great turnout for our
were looking at having a fun club
need to support some of the target
Compass Sport qualifying round in
champs and social event. This has
areas to get the project up and runMarch where we came 2nd to CLOK, now been booked for Sunday 3rd July ning which may involve meeting with
who are a small club for the first time at Bradley Woods Scout Camp which some teachers or other group leadin 2022, and means that we also
provides a small but tricky area. We ers to explain about orienteering and
qualified for the Compass Sport final have full use of a large open area for how to use MapRun. If anyone has
on Sunday 16th October near Stira picnic and also a large sheltered
some spare time and is interested in
ling! Look out for further emails and area if the weather is unkind. Every- helping with this then please let me
information about this event. There thing will be within 1 minute of park- know. If you are unsure and just
is also an urban event in Stirling on
ing to provide a fun event and
want to know a bit more then please
Saturday 15th October which may
chance for people to catch up, meet ask, you won’t be coerced to do anytempt more people to make the
other club members etc. The event
thing if you don’t want to. The projourney for a weekend of orienteer- will have a handicap system so any- ject is funded through Sport England
ing in Scotland.
one can win and there will be prizes! and expenses will be paid to anyone
supporting this project.
A couple of weeks after Compass
Later in July we have our double
Sport a number of EPOC members
header of urban events so please
Happy Easter to all and I’ll see some
travelled to the deep south for the
offer to help if you can. Also we need of you at Akroydon and/or the JK!
British Champs over an unseasona- an ‘on the day organiser’ for the
bly warm weekend and we also had event on Sunday 24th although Helen
Emma
2 EPOC relay teams competing for
Marland will have done all the adthe first time in a number of years.
vance work and it will be a case of
We had several podium positions
just being available on the day so
with Simon Martland winning M55L please let me know if you are able to
and James Logue coming 2nd on
take on this role. We also still need a
M50L in the individual event. At the controller for Norland Moor in SepAnother new year, and some members
have moved up age classes, always a
good time to try and go for some silverware.
Congratulations to EPOC podium
placed members:
British Night Champs:
James Williams, 3rd M40L: John Elliott
2nd M60S: Emma Harrison 3rd W50L

November 2020 to January 2021
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British Middle Distance Champs:
British Champ: James Logue M50
3rd Jonathan Emberton M60

Relays:
EPOC Warriors 3rd
Emma, Megan, & Laura Harrison
EPOC Masters 2nd
Simon Martland, Jonathan Emberton,
British Orienteering Champs:
British Champ Simon Martland M55L Mike Pedley
Northern Champs :
James Logue 2nd M50L
Alasdair Pedley M21E
David Harrison 2nd M50S
Simon Martland M55L
Roy Lindsell 3rd M75L
3
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Aint No Mountain High Enough

Catching features
EPOC Club Championships and
Social Event
Sunday 3rd July 2022

Where: Bradley Wood Scout Camp,
Shepherds Thorn Lane, Brighouse,
HD6 3TU
Time: Courses from 10.30 – 11.30 followed by prize giving and picnic.
Format: Men’s and Women’s courses
with a handicap system to ensure
that anyone can be the overall winner! A
suitable junior course will also
be available.
Facilities: We have use of a large open
area for a picnic and have a
large covered area with seating in the
event of poor weather. There is
plenty of parking and access to toilet
facilities. Everything will be less
than 1 minute walk from parking!
Entries: Via Google Sheet (an email link
will be sent nearer the time) or
to Emma directly. There will be no entry
fee.
Organiser: Emma Harrison
Planner: Connor Smith
Controller: Emma Harrison
Please note this is a closed event for
EPOC members only. We
look forward to seeing lots of people
there
�

EPOC Moving Forward
Find Your Way Initiative
Richard Payne recently attended the
committee meeting in his capacity
as mapping supremo, especially in
light of all the work he has done
with VOCs and MapRun.
This work is now overlapping with
the BOF project of Find Your Way
(FYW)

With one map live at Beechwood
Park and another in preparation,
contact is to be made with the local
FYW representative to establish
how we as a club can now support
the project going forward as the
courses are adopted by these individuals and not the club.

Graham and Rebecca Lloyd have
agreed to put on a Zoom quiz, so
EPOC is a great club with great
look out for the email invitapeople so we wanted to think of tions.
a way to bring these great people together to get to know each Even if you don’t want to run, it
other better, make friends and
would be great to see folk rock
have a good old time. We curup to the Club Champs at Bradrently had a plan in place to im- ley Scout Camp, just outside
plement a EPOC Social Coordi- Brighouse.
nator, however no one has come
forward to take on this role. We There is plenty of outdoor space
are still looking for some one
as well as some as the French
who is willing to look at enhanc- call them, Abris a kind of shelter
ing EPOC’s social side, please let with sides but not sides!
someone on the committee
know. If you’d like to be inIf you have any ideas for social
volved.
activities please contact a mem-
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Members can claim expenses for
the work that they do when involved in the project. There is apparently both a reluctance to claim
as well as plenty to claim!

It may sound daft, but the more
expenses claimed then the more
funding is available for future proThe BOF project is targeted towards jects. Which surely must be a good
geographically socially disadvanthing?
taged areas to try to engage young
people into participating in extra
physical activities. It follows the
design of MapRun, but using larger
scale maps and courses specifically
designed for children. The courses
are to be found on MapRun, but
under ‘Find Your Way’ initially, instead of the ‘West Yorkshire’ folder.
Longer courses are also available at
these sites with the more usual
smaller map scale.

The social side.

Although the pandemic is far
from over, there are plenty of
things that such a widespread
club could do.

This is an exciting new initiative,
and club members are invited to
take an active role in the planning
and preparation of these events.

Akroyden start above

Congratulations!

Richard Payne and Neil Croasdell have
both been nominated for The British Orienteering Annual Awards. BOscars if you
like?
Richard has been nominated for his mapping work, especially with all the MapRun
stuff he has done.
Neil for all his behind the scenes work
with VOCs and POCs.
They also receive some token of appreciation from British Orienteering., The
awards winners will be announced on
Friday 15th April at the JK sprint event.

ber of the
committee.

The Only Way Is Up
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Catching features
British Orienteering NEWS

may be possible to arrange something with
her for people to try
shoes if needed.
Additionally she is able to
post out 'try out' shoes
but requires a £50
deposit/pair of shoes,
fully refunded when they
are returned and return
postage would have to

British Orienteering has condemned the
invasion of Ukraine by Russia. And stand
with the IOF banning Russia and Belorussia from competing in IOF events.
British Orienteering normally hold the
AGM during the JK, however this year the
AGM will be taking place at Leeds Beckett University in June, in conjunction with
the British Sprint Champs.
At the AGM two new directors will need
to be elected, David Rosen and Pauline
Tryner are seeking re-election, though
anyone who is a BO member can stand,
and you need to be nominated by two
BO members.
This year’s JK is the first one since 2019!
Sunshine has been requested. Things
have been challenging for the organisers,
but BO hopes that it will once again be a
great success.
Changing in Public Spaces: BO has requested that members think more carefully about where and how they change
in public spaces. Whilst many orienteers
don’t give changing after a run a second
thought, with the increase in Urban and
more Public spaces used for parking,
British Orienteering have asked BOF
members to be aware that members of
the public can be easily offended by folk
getting changed, as it may be deemed
not normal or decent!

NEED SOME CLUB KIT?
There hasn’t been sufficient interest to
generate a new order for club tops.
Your editor would quite like one of
these new tops, so come on folks get in
touch with Dan so your editor can get
one! These tops do look really smart
and are really comfy according to those
who have them.
As a small club it is impractical for us to
hold a lot of stock. Instead, we tend to
collect orders and then periodically
order what people want. This time we
are looking at getting some O-Tops for
anyone who would like to purchase
them and also as a club meeting the
minimum order and keeping some for
stock.

November 2020 to January 2021
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EPOC are still in the
NviiStr8 scheme, but
there has not been much
club interest. If there is
sufficient interest then a
club order will be submitted. Jonathan Emberton has written about the
compasses in his Coaching Features article,.
NVii offer a range of orienteering shoes and Str8
sell compasses. This
equipment has been
designed by orienteers,
for orienteers and the
UK distributor is Mary
Fleming (SYO).
The way the scheme
works is that the club will
be given an order pad
once a quarter to take
any orders. Any kit ordered through the club
will qualify for a 10%
discount and in addition to this the club will
receive 5% cashback
from NViiStr8. If your
shoes fall apart in between orders and you
can't wait for the next

club order then you can
still order directly and
get a 10% discount as a
member of EPOC but the
club won't get the cashback in these circumstances. Postage has to
be paid for all orders
which is approximately £5/pair of shoes but
becomes proportionally less when more pairs
are ordered and posted
together.
We have not had a recent catalogue, but these
will be circulated when
received from Mary.
Mary is based in Shef-

be paid.
If you order shoes that
end up not fitting as required then there will be
no problem with them
being replaced, the only
requirement would be
that you would pay return postage to send
them back and the new
pair would be sent out
with free postage.

field and has a small supply of footwear in a
range of sizes (although
not all sizes) that people
could arrange to try on.
With restrictions lifted
and SYO do have a few
events coming up so it

Prices are hopefully going to be around
£25 per O-Top and these are from the
same supplier as last time.
Please send all enquiries to Dan at:
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com or
07411255946
*Also don’t forget you can order Quarter Zip Tops or Gilet at Zapkam Club
Shop search ‘EAS’ to find the shop or
follow the link:

Down Down
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Catching Features
EPOC club stores
In light of no suitable stores, it has been
decided that for the time being the club
stores will remain at the Scarfs , in their
barn. EPOC are grateful to the Scarfs for
continuing to offer this space. It does
mean that for some folk it might be a bit
of a schlep, but if you bump into Phil or
Jackie you may well be plied with a brew
and maybe even some cake.
While you are there you could visit
Craggies, either the splendiferous café
or the well stocked farm shop,
where ,most of the food is sourced from
within Yorkshire.
When approaching the property watch
out for the lane, it is a little rough in
places.

EPOC TikTok, YouTube &
Twitter,
After the last edition, no one came forward to take on a YouTube or TikTok
presence. If you are a budding film maker please get in touch contact through
the usual channels.
Also EPOC’s Twitter handler still hasn't
come forward so please do.

EPOC Instagram & WhatsApp

Event Help

you the members who have offered up
unsolicited articles, or foolishly menThere are a number of events com- tioned you did something so he asks
you to write an article, but also he is
ing up over the next few months. It
very grateful for all those members who
makes the organisers’ job much easi- answer his questions about races. He
er if folk volunteer. That way you can does try to limit the number of events
often choose your job. It’s also a
you get asked about, and he is aware
great way for you to get to know
that the questions are quite similar. So
members of the club. Watch out for instead of waiting for an email how
about writing about the event?
the google sheets that have been
It doesn’t have to be a running commencirculating!
tary of your course, but maybe more of
a summary of the best bits and of
Hopefully you have noticed that the
course the worst bits . Perhaps focus on
new awards logo on the front cover of
a leg that went really well, or even one
this edition.
that went really badly, then send GraEPOC isn’t only winning trophies at top ham a link to your Route Gadget trace?
events, but also winning them for the
Thanks.
Epistle!
Whilst Graham Lloyd can take some of
the credit for trying to make the magazine more “newsy and journalistic” it is

Epistle Help

So give EPOC a follow if you’re on Insta’.

EPOC Facebook

Also if you have any photos from events If you’re on Facebook, then go over to
send them with some background infor- the EPOC page, give it a like or follow.
mation (place, race) to
There’s often some late news posted
lnicoleh1106@gmail.com
about events, MapRuns etc
for them to be featured on the EPOC
Instagram. It is greatly appreciated.

There are posts about events at neighbouring clubs as well as bigger events.

Contact Laura Harrison to be added to
the EPOC WhatsApp Group.

It’s one of the many places to find out
what EPOC is up to. It is not well used,
but is getting more so.
There is the opportunity to ask about the
club, as well as share your orienteering
news.

Laura Harrison is building EPOC’s social

Social Media involvement
EPOC
Sally Forth

My training is not going well, any tips?
Don Quay

The Epistle has
great coaching tips.

If you want to get involved with EPOC’s
social media, get in touch through the
usual channels.
We use the group email account for lots
of communications so it’s important to
look out for these.
Everything about the nitty gritty of the
club is on the website.
Don’t forget that there is an EPOC page
on Strava, so you can upload your training runs and races to the app.

media presence on Instagram.

2020 to 267
January 2021
—Feb November
2022 issue

I Ran So Far Away
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Catching Features
Covid Safe Orienteering - Update:
British orienteering have many links
on their website. (Search Covid on
BO website if reading a paper Epistle)
Also remember the LFT test are no
longer free, unless you are in one of
the groups that can still access these.

The rules in Wales, Scotland, and
Northern Ireland are different.

April
Update

Introducing Orienteering Course
Introducing Orienteering for Secondary Schools Course

https://british-orienteering.nimbleelearning.com/

Introducing Safeguarding Course
There are now
Sudden Cardiac Arrest eLearning – Proseveral E learning courses available
via the British Orienteering website. vided free by UK coaching NEW COURSE
These are listed below. They would be
very useful for organisers, planners,
teachers and any interested party.
To sign up for one of these course regisEvent Safety Course
ter via this weblink:

British Orienteering
April
2022
Webinars

The British
Orienteering
2022 Development Conference was held on line during January
2022. There were 9 online sessions
planned to run throughout the month
of January recordings and slides from
the sessions can be found at the link
below.
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
webinars
to January 2021
Feb November
to April2020
2022
issue 268

The conference sessions include a variety of topics from women in the sport,
beginners, retention, juniors, in fact a
whole raft of ideas. There are 9 sessions.
The two mapping webinars previously
mentioned are archived. All the materials have been archived here.The webi- ing OOMap and OCAD.
nars went from beginners to more
Looking at LIDAR mapping (see image
advanced mappers. Including compar- above), and Q GIS as well.
The courses look very useful for any
budding mappers out there.

It’s in The Trees
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MapRun Update
EPOC MapRun April Update:
NEW EVENT
For those orienteers who are
not travelling to the JK this
year, the club is putting on a
MapRun event at Beechwood
Park, Halifax.
The event is scheduled to start
on April 1 and will be a compet-

itive event with results published on Heathy Lane, nearest postcode
after the courses close.
HX2 9UN.
There is a carpark close to the start For those wanting a little history.
Beechwood park is on the
former army camp known
either as Ovenden Camp or
Holmfield Camp. By all accounts it was a bleak place
for the soldiers billeted there.
Many were surprised that
they were not shipping off to
Nova Scotia when they applied for our Halifax!

MapRun is now on an even newer
version. See below for even more
improvements!

MapRun event
• Sound options for the sound that
plays when punching a control
• User profiles of multiple users in
the one phone (to allow easy switching
of users for shared phones or shared
Garmin Watches with MapRunG)
• Improvements to Location Pins as typically used by mappers or those
checking maps/course on site - text is
now not shown on the map, but appears as a popup when tapped

(V6.5.10):
• Event Information
• MapRun can now provide access
to related information about events
(via links or PDF documents eg a link
to a Club website or a PDF map to
print)
• NFC tag punching
simple contact-less punching
using inexpensive NFC tags

•

•

“Any Track” to allow users to run
A
with any GPS device and upload their
track from Strava to create a result in a

is a set of checkpoints spread around a
park or town, created for you to complete and capture with your smartphone
or GPS watch. Together with a map
showing where they all are, with the
right App your smartphone can magically become a brilliant orienteering device
and be a map, a compass and a timer all
in one.” More information at:
https://www.goorienteering.org.uk/

Danish has been added as a
language

“What is a
Virtual Orienteering
Course?
Virtual Orienteering
Course (VOC)

Review Control
Reminder

It is better to know you were only 10 metres off than 30. In most cases of Rev40 and
above we now disqualify people because it
is unlikely they actually were in the right
If you have completed a
place. Rev100 is desperation! If in the past
course, and found one
you have mispunched and didn’t know
To check a mis-punch click the three bar
control would not bleep, this simple guidabout the above I think you can still go back
menu at the top right of the app.
ance should get your run reinstated.
to the event and update your result.
Take the review results option.
If your track looks like a seismic earthquake
This will display the controls on the right of
After your run you may be shown as mischart you should make every effort to
the screen and a box will show against the
punched and you know or thought you
make sure you achieve a good ‘gps lock.’
went to every location ok. This is not unu- relevant problem control or controls. Click Go to Troubleshooting GPS issues in Strava
sual and there is the opportunity to check. the boxes and change the tolerance on the Support where it has more specifics in relaThere are several reasons why things have left to 10 20 or 30 and then click the Submit tion to different phone models. For more
a Revised Result button at the bottom of
gone awry other than your mistake. The
info on phones go to the MapRun website.
the screen. Hopefully your result will be
map may not be 100% accurate and you
http://maprunners.weebly.com/phoneupdated correctly. With regard to the tolerwere in the right place on the map but the
settings.html
map is not exact in relation to the satellites. ance settings I like to start at a low level as
Richard Payne
the numbers relate to how far you were
The signal may be too slow or affected by
away from the GPS location of the control.
vegetation or buildings.

to January 2021
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to April2020
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Young Hearts Run Free
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EPOC Fixtures
EPOC Events 2021-more details @ https://www.eastpennineoc.org.uk/ Also
for other fixtures @ https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/event_diary
Date

Event
Name

Level

Venue

Nearest
Town

Organiser

Planner

Controller

As with all events, all EPOC events are subject to government guidelines on Covid 19, and any protocols deemed by the
governing body, and /or the organisers. Please check before you travel in case the event is cancelled at the last minute.
April
2022

Find Your
Way

MapRun

Beechwood
Park

Halifax

Richard Payne

Sun
10/04/22

YHOA Urban
League

Regional

Akroydon

Halifax

Neil

Sat
23/07/22

YHOA Urban
League

Regional

Lindley

Huddersfield

Sun

YHOA Urban
League

Regional

Birkby

Huddersfield

Sun
25/09/22

TBC

Regional

Norland
Moor Middle

Sun
30/10/22

YHOA
Champs

Regional

Sat
17/12/22

YHOA Night
League

Regional

24/07/22

Simon Martland

Richard Payne

Bob Page

Jackie Page

Judith Wood
(PFO)

Helen
M artland

Richard Payne

Chris Burden
(Aire)

Elland

Dick Spendlove

Gilly Markham

TBC

Ogden Water

Halifax

Rebecca Lloyd

Connor Smith &
Ben Carter

Jonathan
Emberton

Pontefract
Park TBC

Pontefract
Park

TBC

Juliet Morgan

TBC

Croasdal

Stop Press! Northern Champions!

A few members went up to the North East for the Northern
champs, originally scheduled for Simonside, but at the last minute
changed to Dukehouse woods. Congratulations to Simon Martland and Alasdair Pedley (pictured) for their wins.
3rd placed Roy Lindsell gives us a quick run down.
“‘Headless chicken’” is a phrase that springs to mind when I look
back on this performance. I lost 16 minutes on a short leg in the
forest! After that I decided to walk the rest and, needless to say,
all was fine and dandy. In recent months I have come to the conclusion that reading the small detail on the map is much more
important than honing the skills of taking accurate compass bearings and pace counting. 3rd out of 5 on M75… where was everyone??”

Helping at an EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have half price entry to any EPOC event when you help out at an event in some
way. If you need to pre-enter an event the discount code is available from the event organiser to claim a
helper discount!
Top Tip: Set your calendar reminders for when pre entry opens and enter the event. With restrictions
less rigorous, entry slots should be available, but some events have a number limit.
to January 2021
Feb November
to April2020
2022
issue 268

Flood
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British Long Distance Championships
SEOA British Orienteering Championships Golden Valley & Cognor
Wood 26 Mar
M21E
Connor Smith
m18-32
M50L
2 James Logue
72.37
M50S

Podium Positions

2 David Harrison
M55L
1 Simon Martland

100.57
74.27

Podium Positions

M60L
8 Jon Emberton
78.16
11 Mike Pedley
82.50
M75L
5 Dick Spendlove
80.19
18 Ian Couch
104.24
21 Roy Lindsell
109.07
W21E
10 Megan Harrison 143.47
Laura Harrison
m12-18
W50L
5 Emma Harrison
77.40
W60L
All photos Robert Lines or Wendy Carlyle.

to January 2021
Feb November
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7 Julie Couch
86.49
11 Helen Pedley
92.58
W70L
16 Gill Ross
103.53
Once again some of EPOC’s top orienteers headed to the third British Championship in as many months. With
nearly all the EPOC contingent in the
upper echelons of their courses. Controller Terry Smith said. planning the
courses “...was a particular challenge,
given the nature of the terrain and extensive out-of-bounds areas, on an area
that has never been available for orienteering before. The results suggest that
many found the going tough. The M21E
winning time of 102:42 by Graham Gristwood (M35!) was just outside the recommended maximum of 100 minutes.
The going was made harder than anticipated by significant additional brash and
fallen trees, particularly in conifer
woods, courtesy of the storms that occurred a few weeks before the event.
Congratulations to all who overcame the
challenges and to those who became
very worthy British Champions. “ This
includes our very own Simon Martland,
with James Logue and David Harrison on
their relative podiums.
SEOA British Relay Championship
Iron Hill and Parkgate Rough 27 Mar
Womens Short
3 Epoc Warriors 119.27
(Emma Harrison 36.25, Megan Harrison
41.44, Laura Harrison 41.18)
M50
2 Epoc Masters 123.12
(Simon Martland 35.41, Jon Emberton
41.41, Mike Pedley 45.50)
EPOC haven’t entered any relay teams
for the British or JK relays for several
years but the committee were keen to
see some EPOC teams entered in 2022.
8 people expressed interest in this and
2 teams were entered meaning the
Harrison females found themselves in
a Women’s Short team together!

At the British Relays all runners in the
Women’s Short class do the same distance leg so it didn’t matter in that respect which running order we chose
but tactically we needed to decide who
would be strongest on each leg. Megan
and Laura decided that we would run
in

Jonathan Emberton

order Emma, Megan, Laura.
Emma
I lined up for the mass start with 17
other women of mixed ages, including
some who looked young and fit, some
who I knew of and others I didn’t so I
really had no expectation of how I
would do and told myself to run my
own race and not be distracted by other people. The first leg was quite long
and gaffled. I reckon I was maybe midfield arriving in the vicinity of the controls and noticed several people running around a bit aimlessly in the area.
I found number 1 OK, ignored the others and continued. Over the next few
controls I was aware of different people around me but the gaffling made it
difficult to have any idea really where
in the field I was. I continued with my
own race and going into number 7 I
caught on the back of a train of 3 other
women. We headed the same way towards number 8 but then the leader
vanished leaving 3 of us on the same
gaffle for the last few controls. I was
pleased to be holding onto the other 2
as they were a lot younger than me but
I had no idea what position we were
actually in. As the first person approached the arena I heard her being
announced in 1st place on Women’s
Short and as I got there I was announced in 3rd place. I was pleased
with my run and that I had been in the
leading group, just 40 seconds down
on the leader. I just felt for Megan going out knowing we were in a podium
position

(continued…)

Mike Pedley

Band On The Run
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British Long Distance Championships
(relays continues…)
Megan
Emma H checks her map

Megan Harrison
rd

I set off in 3 place thanks to mum having
a great run. The very long run out gave
me plenty of time to plan my leg to number 1 and ensure that I was going the right
way. The first few controls on the relays
were in the same area as the first few
controls on W21E the day before, so I
learnt from my mistakes and made sure
to use the compass. Only one person
overtook me near the start and she went
flying off so I decided to keep going as I
was, instead of risking making mistakes. I
had clean navigation the whole way
round which was good and my legs weren’t too tired from the day before. When I
lapped two people on the same relay that
really helped with the confidence and I
made it back to the last control with no
mistakes. It was just a steep run-in to contend with before I handed over to Laura
in 4th place. I was going to warn her to
stay out of the dark green if possible but I
had no air in my lungs at that point and
off she went with some catching up to do.
Laura

Podium Positions

and dad helped send me on my way.
Number 1 felt like a long way and I knew I
had to keep it clean in the area as I had
messed up the day before. Approaching
number 3 I saw a SN top coming out of
the control and as I headed to 4, I noticed
they could run strong on the paths but I
told myself to just keep going as it was
too early to try to catch them and I wasn’t
sure how much of a sprint I would need
to do at the end. Through 5 and 6 I was
quite scrappy but I managed to catch and
overtake the SN runner and on the way to
7, which was similar to the W21E course
the day before, I realised I had created a
bit of distance between myself and her.
Coming through to number 11 I knew I had
to keep it clean and hold a little bit in reserve as I had never run against the SN
third leg so I wasn’t sure what I would
have to do at the end! Coming out of 11
and up to the last control I wasn’t sure if
SN had a different gaffle so I started
pushing and after a little panic coming
into the field mum shouted to me that I
was safe, I just had to get to the end. I
punched the finish, fell to the ground and
I realised we had come in 3rd.
It was a great way to spend Mother’s Day
running in a British Champs relay team as
a family, helped of course by the glorious
weather, and we were amazed to finish
3rd out of 18 teams.

All photos Robert Lines or
Wendy Carlyle.

Podium Positions

The day was also topped off as the other
EPOC team (M50 – Simon, Jonathan and
Mike) came 2nd in their class so it was podium positions all round for EPOC .
Podium Positions

We’re now looking forward to see what
we can achieve at the JK Relays but it
After not being in a relay for 3 years, wait- looks like there could be some tougher
ing in the pen for Megan to come in I felt competition at that one!
some nerves creeping in! The long run out
of the arena was perfect to get my head
into the map and a final cheer from mum
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James Logue
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British Long Distance Championships
Above is Simon Martland's championship run. He is in red and
Charlie Adams is in blue. Route
gadget shows it was a close race.
Simon put space between him and
Charlie around about control 11. It
was leg 14 to 15 that he made the
biggest inroads, this is where route
choice clearly made a difference.
At the bottom page the map extract shows how close they were
at the finish relative to each other.
Winning the British Long Champs
has not been something that I had
thought possible for quite a few
years as I am not a particularly
good terrain runner. Sprints and
urbans have been a more successful discipline for me over the last
ten years. In fact this is the first
Long Champs I have been to since
1993 (they are also rather expensive, what with the entry fees, two
nights accommodation, a day off
work and travel costs!). Last year I
managed podium results at the
Middle and Northern Champs in
the Lakes as well as good results at
the Six Days, this gave me the confidence to commit to this year's
race.
An injury two weeks before the
Middle Champs caused a lack of
concentration and a fifth place
finish, but with a good number of
fastest splits I was beginning to
think a podium was possible.
On the day, knowing that the terrain would offer some opportunities for path running and longer
legs, I set off at a strong pace. I
managed to avoid any early mistakes and ran hard on our first
long leg. A small miss on #5 thankfully did not put me off and I continued to run hard especially on
any path sections.
I picked a good route on our second long leg and caught my four
minute man. The final few controls
included some steep climbs and I
just tried to push as hard as I could
as the navigation wasn't too difficult with so many other people
around.
Upon finishing I heard the commentator announce me as leading,
all I had to do then was wait four
minutes to see if Charlie Adams
could beat my time. It was a long
four minutes! Hopefully, with a
little good luck, I will not have to
wait another 43 years for my next
British Championship title!
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Ullswater Way & NYMBO
Many EPOC folk can be found doing other things when not orienteering, here
Jackie Scarf fills us in on two related activities to orienteering. Firstly a brief account of her Ullswater Way, and secondly a MBTO event that took place just over
the hill from our Calderdale members.

multiple points on the route. In fact
done to keep you off the road, there's
you can even use the Ullswater steam- plenty of UT signage and lots of possier!
ble cafe stops. We wore fell shoes [and
I always carry poles] but walking boots
would do. Make sure you take waterFour of us started near Glenridding,
had coffee at Pooley Bridge and a pic- proofs and check the weather firstyou know what the Lake District is like!
nic at Howton and it took us about 7
hours. [You can download the route–
A day trip to the Lakes, for me, when
the older OS maps don’t have it on.]
Jackie Scarf
not orienteering, usually means BIG
The scenery and terrain just kept
hills! But I recently discovered an excel- changing.....farmland, woods, moorlent lower-level day out, which you can land, lakeside path etc. Helpfully,
walk in either direction and start at
lots of new path work has been

North Yorks Mountain Bike Orienteers put on an excellent 3-hour Score
event using electronic timing from
Cullingworth, near Keighley. The 'Cullingworth
Trailquest' map produced
by Tony Thornley, using a
1:50,000 OS map, had a
legend detailing the estimated speed reduction on
local bridleways and permissive tracks. It also had
lots of useful notes on sections in little text boxes and
next time I will read them
all carefully! So lots to take
in for my first event.
I headed off with a plan to
get all the high pointers in
the Northern part of the map in a
clockwise direction and it broadly
paid off, but to be honest there were
so may controls I could have been out

easily for 6 hours [nobody got close
to getting them all].
It made me realise how many unbe-

lievably good mountain bike tracks
and bridleways we have and I think
the sunshine helped. The whole event
was so well organised- it was No 5 in
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a Winter series- registration was even
in a cafe.
I wish Id taken notice of the previous
4 events but there are lots
on the BMBO website all
over the country https://
www.bmbo.org.uk/
calendar/national.php?
n_league_id=43
Phil Scarf was late in, but
2nd in the Open age class
with 284 pts [winner 332!],
Jonathan Emberton 1st Vet
Men 282 and I was
3rd woman 205 pts. Can't
recommend these event
too highly. I was surprised
at how much I enjoyed
myself!
Jackie Scarf

Running In The
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The Beast Within
Many years ago, as part of my first
degree, we studied a module on
Sports Psychology. It was the most
interesting module I did on the
sports side outside of the practical
elements. We studied all sorts of
concepts, from “Rock Athletes are
born not made,” through ways to
mentally prepare for an activity, to
controlling the beast within.
I also did a post graduate course
with Newcastle College in the mid
90s.
Passing my LIRF qualification, got
me thinking about Sports Psychology more and more. I’ve written
about goal setting before, but I had
some really bad legs in races recently, as I am sure we all have. I remember one orienteer from our club
screaming into the air, “WHERE ARE
YOU? YOU ***** control!!!”
This is what is an extreme version of
The Beast Within. (TBW).
We have all been there, you make a
mistake, be it a route choice error,
can’t find the control, parallel error,
bad bearing. We then end up like a
headless chicken running around in
desperation.

Raging Monster. Different name
same concept.
He feels that. “To be a consistent
performer, you must… control your
emotions during competition. I am
sure at one time (or two), you have
become upset, frustrated, or angry
with yourself, and it cost you …”

Some sports folk don’t know how
to control those emotions, hence
the above responses, shouting at
controls and running round in circles. It’s therefore very easy just to
give in, as the clock is ticking, and
each second wasted seems like an
eternity.
In a recent event I took 7 minutes on
a control, which I felt was too long,
but looking at the results I probably
only lost 3 minutes, which over 18
controls is only 18 seconds per control! However, it is also easy to let
that loss get to you, you lose concentration, and you end up having that
So how does an orienteer get “Into
run from hell.
The Zone?” What works for one
Trying to contain those emotions is
might not work for another, but be- when you stay unflappable and level
ing aware of TBW and putting nega- -headed. Controlling The Beast
tive thoughts to one side is key. Both Within. Recovering from the mistake
in the short term, at the start say, or quickly is what can make the differwhen things go wrong, but also in
ence.
the long term so mistakes don’t put How do you control TBW? Before
you off the sport in the long term.
the event you have to have equipped
yourself with the mental strategies
to deal with the issues, be that a
route choice error, a parallel error, or
Patrick Cohn (2008) calls TBW, the
other misfortune.
to January 2021
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Firstly you need to go to the event
with a positive mindset. It’s better to
say, “whilst I am a little ‘match unfit’ it
will mean I can focus on clean navigation” rather than “I’m a little ‘match
unfit’ I’m going to do badly.” In former you are aware of the drawback,
but you have told yourself that can
be an advantage. Another issue
could be dwelling on last week’s error, “I made a terrible error I made
the map fit the ground, I’ll probably
do that again,” this may well become
a self-fulfilling prophesy. In Sports
Psychology we would encourage you
to say. “ Last week I made the map fit
the ground, that’s not like me, I don’t
normally do things like that.” In fact,
some Sports Psychologists would
suggest saying that every night before you go to sleep between the last
event and the next one.

There is a school of thought that also
suggests that when you are preparing for a race, that you are actually
pro-actively thinking about the kind
of mistakes that you might make, so
you are prepared to deal with them
as they happen. Going into a race
thinking you will have a perfect run
can often be counter-productive.
This is because when things go base
over apex, the panic and headless
chicken appears, and they are not
your friends!
(continues…)
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The Beast Within –continued
(….continued) Different folk have different coping strategies before the
race, some like to start early, whereas
others prefer late. The former can
mean not many people around, so
less distractions, the latter means
breakfast is settled and you feel at
optimum preparedness. Doing proper
warm-ups, finding a quiet corner to
focus, watching the earlier competitors setting off so you have an idea
where you are going and start lane
rituals are all the sort of things you
can do to get yourself into the zone.
That’s a little about what to do before
an event, but what about during the
event? If you have prepped well, then
when and if a mistake happens, you
are at least prepared for it. Lets say
you have worked out you are going to
run along a path, turn left up another
path to an attack point, pace 100m to
the depression, only to find out that

there's no control in the depression.
You could start looking in all the surrounding depressions, and discover
none of them has a control in it, and
start to panic and go headless chicken,
or, if you've prepped your self, you
take a deep breath, think about what
you can do to get yourself out of the
situation. This is where your practical
orienteering skills comes into play.
You have to make a quick decision
regarding how you relocate yourself,
and what mistake you have made.
The key Sports Psychology tactic is to
be calm, and in control. “This isn’t like
me, What has gone wrong? Now let’s
fix it.” Then you can re-locate, even if
that means leaving where you think
the control is, to go to somewhere
where you actually know is right. I got
completely lost at Skipwith Common,
due to a misplaced control, it was a
monster leg, I genuinely could not

work out where I was! Eventually I
went to the edge of the map, and
worked my way in from there. It was a
lovely day, the sun was shining, the
heather was in bloom, I didn’t mind. (I
did mind, if it had been awful weather
I would have retired!) What I should
have done is relocate sooner. As it
was, the leg before and after was
voided, so my costly time error was
negated and I got about 1100 ranking
points!
The key point to take from this, is that
whenever things don’t go right, calmly
solve it, put it away, don’t dwell on it,
move on, and run the next leg well. It
might be you are more cautious, but
that’s no bad thing.
Remember others on your course
may also make mistakes and they may
not deal with their errors as well as
you.

5 You think this re-entrant is your depression.

4 What you actually did is represented by the
blue {and after relocation pink,} dotted lines. As
you had made the map fit the ground at the
southern red circle the red circle.
What you should have done is stop and relocate where the blue turns to pink, which you
did after wasting 5 minutes as a headless chicken, costing you a podium place. “That’s not like
me, it was out of character.”
to January 2021
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1 You think are running on this path here
2 When in fact you a running on this path here
3 You were going to go up this path , then up
the hill to the contour detail, and drop into the
depression following the red dotted line!

Run The World
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Coaching Features –Compasses
In the last Epistle, I talked about the
idea of ‘turning legs orange’, of simplifying legs into chunks, each of which
has as little risk as possible and which
can be linked together like ‘threading
beads on a string’. I also suggested
using our WhatsApp group as a way of
sharing and discussing our ideas.
To continue this theme, let’s look at a
vital tool in the ‘orange’ armoury, the
compass.
I thought about this recently when I
bought a new compass and reflected
on my own ‘compass journey’ over
the years.
Most people start their orienteering
or any outdoor navigation activities
with a baseplate compass. This is usually held in the opposite hand to the
map and uses the rotating bezel to
take accurate bearings. This was my
tool from starting as a 12 year old until
my mid-40s. I might have moved
through various refinements such as
interchangeable pacing scales, faster/
more stable needles, magnifiers, Silva
(shown) and Moscow brands. Essentially this was a design I’d stuck with
largely because my early coaching had
emphasised this was what ‘proper
navigators’ used
My choice of compass changed when I

Again, I tried Moscow (shown) then
Silva, with the most recent being the
Jet model. Best of both worlds?

So, what about you? How much do
you think about your compass? How
often have you changed it for newer
versions or different designs? Do you,
as I know several top competitors do,
use different designs in different
types of terrain (baseplate for accurate bearings in simple ‘southern’ forests, thumb for close contact technical
terrain)?
Join in the discussion on WhatsApp
and let us know about your compass
(es).
Jonathan Emberton

Well, a bubble in my compass (which
appeared in cold weather and disappeared in warmer) made me finally
decide to check out a new brand and
refinement on the thumb compass
design I’d heard people discussing.
The str8 compass has a super stable
needle and a few other refinements
like two designs of thumb loop material and three angles the plate sits with
respect to your thumb to choose
from. The bezel doesn’t rotate so lining up the needle with the map’s
north lines then turning your whole
body to line up the needle with the
eye catching parallel direction lines is
the way to set direction, both rough
and fine.

I’d found that I was using my rotating
bezel less and less to set accurate
bearings with my previous Jet so decided to give this a go. I have customstarted to think I wasn’t actually read- ised it with indelible pen 1cm markings
along the central direction line and
ing maps carefully enough, I wasn’t
staying in close enough contact. I de- plan an informal visit to the Hurstwood contour-fest map, do the Beecided having the thumb compass in
the same hand as I held my map (left) chwood maprun and our Akroyden
with the tip as close to where I was on urban with it before the JK.
the map just made me look at both
more. The design I chose still had a
rotating bezel so accurate bearings
could still be fired off:
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Some quick googling suggests a Str8
compass will cost you anything between £60 and £85. As a third country,
if you import from the EU you may be
slapped with VAT and customs duty,
or you may not.
At Sports Shoes Unlimited a Silva
Race
Jet will cost you £39.99 plus delivery.
There are often discount codes about,
sadly Free4EPOC doesn’t work!
With the war in Ukraine, it is unlikely
that Moscow compasses will be readily available.
Silva are about to release a brand new
range of super steady compasses,
which for a baseplate will start at 50
euros and range to 80 euros for a top of
the range with a magnifier.

Her face is the map of the world
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EPOC Other Officials

EPOC Committee

What have your committee been up to?
Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Fixtures Secretary
Membership Secretary
Committee Members

Emma Harrison
Sue Levison
David Morgan
Emma Harrison
David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Jackie Page

eah1607@aol.com
suelevinson@sky.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
eah1607@aol.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
jpage2729@gmail.com.

Neil Croasdell
Viv Barraclough
Connor Smith

croasded@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com

Website & Club Emails

David Harrison

eastpennineorienteeringclub@gmail.com

Epistle Editor

Graham Lloyd

egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk

Map Librarian
Compass Sport Trophy
Club Coach
Welfare Officer
Club Championship
Club Kit Officer
Permanent Courses
Relay Organiser
Stores and Equipment
E-Punching Equipment

David Morgan
Connor Smith
Viv Barraclough
Viv Barraclough
Connor Smith
Daniel Sutcliffe
Neil Croasdall
Connor Smith
Scarf Family
Various

Wednesday 16th March 2022 at
7pm, Toby Inn, Ainley Top
MINUTES
1 Present: Emma Harrison, Jackie
Page, Neil Croasdell, David Morgan,
Connor Smith, Sue Levinson
2 Richard Payne was also invited to
attend for items 5, 6 & 12
3 Apologies for absence: None - all
members in attendance
Minutes of last meeting: Accepted
as read
Matters Arising: All matters arising
covered within the agenda

davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com
croasded@gmail.com
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com
thescarfs@hotmail.com (for the time being)
Contact a committee member

specifically designed for children.
The courses are to be found on
MapRun, but under ‘Find Your Way’
initially, instead of the ‘West Yorkshire’ folder. Longer courses are
also available at these sites with the
more usual smaller map scale.
With one map ready to go live (it
now is) and another in preparation,
contact is to be made with the local
FYW representative to establish
how we as a club can now support
the project going forward as the
courses are adopted by these individuals and not the club

MapRuns still open for use are on
the EPOC website and now open for
5 POCs, VOCs and 6. BO Project/
5 years. More will be added with the
Find Your Way: Richard was invited possibility of a competitive and
to the committee meeting due to the league element to be reintroduced.
mapping work he does, especially
There was discussion to have a commore recently with VOC courses. As petitive MapRun over Easter for
this work is now overlapping with
those not attending the JK as there is
the BOF project of Find Your Way
little else available at that time.
(FYW), agenda items 5 and 6 were
taken together. The BOF project is OCAD is required for some map
work, Open Orienteering Mapper is
targeted towards geographically
sufficient for other maps. Connor to
socially disadvantaged areas to try
to engage young people into partici- offer a course to enable others to
pating in extra physical activities. It use Open Orienteering Mapper if
they wish, the licence is free as opfollows the design of MapRun, but
using larger scale maps and courses posed to the payments required for
OCAD. Amendments to the Oakwell
to January 2021
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Hall POC Map are complete so the
senior ranger there will be recontacted to ask they do the maintenance work as was offered. Suitability of using Google Drive to house
latest versions of maps as read only
and localised information for those
involved in organising/planning
events was discussed.
Richard left the meeting at this
stage.
Chairman’s Report: Main points
covered
EPOC fixtures and officials update,
Club Champs to be at Bradley
Woods the first w/e in July, EPOC
have qualified for Compass Sport
Trophy final. Nearer the time, once
the exact venue in Scotland is decided, club will look at the possibility
for some subsidy for those competing. 2 teams are entered in the British Relays and possibly 3 teams for
the JK relays. Arabella and Emma
have qualified as first aiders for the
club. There is an updated list on the
EPOC website of all those qualified
to provide First Aid at events.
(continues...)

West End Girls
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What Has Your Committee Been Up To?
7. Treasurer's Report: David noted

that though there has been some
spend – first aid course participation,
prepayment for some Akroydon expenses, some subsidy for participants
at the Compass Sport Trophy heat this
year and last year’s final and for relay
participation, updating work to date
on the Ogden map - there has also
been income from re-joining members, so the bank balance is still
healthy.

Treasurers Report
Since the last committee meeting the
club has held no events.
Expenses have been £175 for 1st Aid
course for Emma and Arabella. Prepayment for Akroyden event centre
£70. Entry fees for CompassSport
Trophy £342 and British Relays £90.

Income has been Membership £622
and relay / CST fees £212. We are due
8. Secretary’s Report: All communi- £50 CST – collected on the day) plus
cations shared with the Chair and fur- £50 CST (to be reminded) and £30
ther forwarded as required
British Relays. On this basis we shall
9. Fixtures: Club champs are to be a have subsidised CST £60 and BRC £30.
low key informal handicapped closed We currently have 38 senior, 20 family
event at no charge for entry. There
and 1 junior members. Membership
will be limited prizes for those most
has declined since the surge experisuccessful - more detail to follow
enced as a result of Mapruns during
nearer the time.
lockdown. We have 6 social members
• Race Signup is being trialled at Akroydon. Neil and Jackie have now David Morgan 14/3/22
got the system in place and it can
Mapping.
be cloned for future events. A new
map printing service is also being
Ogden. Paul Taylor has quoted £100
used.
for the desk work that he has done so
far (invoice awaited) which is very rea• Officials still needed for some
events later in the year, especially a sonable. Following discussions incontroller for Norland Moor.
cluding Jonathan E and Richard P I
have asked him to quote for a ground
• Emma asked the committee to consurvey of the woodland and Another
sider areas that could be used for
World. He has indicated that this will
the event dates we have listed for
cost in the order of £1000 which I pro2023 so that we can begin to plan
pose to accept. Ground survey of the
for those events.
moorland and the new quarry area to
10. Compass Sport/Relays/Club
the north can await a more definitive
Champs: Covered within earlier
idea as regards permissions.
items.

11. OCAD: Discussed with items 5
and 6.

12. Stores: It has been decided to not
relocate stores at the present time.

13. First Aid: Emma and Arabella

successfully completed outdoor first
aid on 5/6th February. Their names
have been added to the list on the
EPOC website of all club First Aiders
potentially available at events.

14. Date of next committee meeting:
Wednesday May 18th, Toby Inn, Ainley
Top.

Key Skills for orienteering:
Folding the map– you don’t need to
run with your map fully open,, fold it so
that the leg you are running is visible,
along with enough surrounding map to
help if you get “lost.” Which leads to...
Thumbing the map– put your thumb
on the map on the leg you a running,
that way when you need to look at
your map, you look at where your
thumb is, saving valuable time.
Orientating the map to north (with
ground or compass)-along with
thumbing your map, if it’s aligned with
N/S and/or the ground it makes it easier to pick out the features as you move
forward.
Reading features on the map-Try to
work out what features you will see on
the ground and relate to the features
of the map. Imagine watching yourself
from a drone above, and put yourself
on the map. That spur on the map is
the one you are standing on.
Taking a compass bearing– this is
quite a simple procedure complicated
by the maths, which puts so many folk
off. Line the N/S lines of your compass
bevel with the N/S lines on the map.
Twist your baseplate until the arrow
points to the control you are going to.
Most folk use the edge of the compass
as the arrow.
Following a compass bearing: It’s easy
to get carried away with the compass.
If you need to take a bearing from the
attack point, pick out a feature in the
distance that’s on the bearing, and go
to that. If that feature is right by your
control, or beyond your control, you
should find the control. If you have still
further to go, take another bearing,
and repeat.
Pacing– find out how far you go over
100m. Count each time your left foot
strikes the ground. This is your double
pace. Learn how many of these are in
100m mine is 70. Adjust for rough terrain, uphill etc.
Judging Distance; if your control is
100m away it will be 70 double paces,
but try to judge what 100m actually
looks and feels like

The meeting closed at 20.55
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Event Round-up
SYO Saturday Series
Norfolk Park 5 Feb

“The event at Roseberry was on Roseberry Common which is a side that I
haven't orienteered on before. The unLight Green
dergrowth hadn't died down as much
17 Jackie Page
45.40
as hoped and the bramble
Green
(unavoidable) was nasty so quite tough
21 Neil Croasdell
46.24
going in places.
The
Norfolk Heritage Park is a 28 hectare
course was also tricky where we had to
park with a long history, as it is one of
find certain pits amongst a multitude
the oldest public parks in the counof pits. However I did quite enjoy the
try. From 1999 to 2005 the park has
course and area helped possibly by
been regenerated through a £3.6 million
the fact that Fred comes from nearby so
restoration project. New visitor facilities
have been up Roseberry Topping severhave been constructed, including
al times. I had just got back to the car
the Centre in the Park, a multi-purpose
having run in the dry when the heavens
community building. The park landopened with a full downpour with gale
scape has been restored to its original
force winds.”
Victorian character.
From an orienteering perspective its
interest is largely in the woodlands that WCH West Midlands League
cover about 25% of the park and the
urban surrounds which are currently
undergoing re-development. There is a
permanent course, maps can be downloaded from the Friends of Norfolk Park
website.
PFO Saturday series
& Queens Park 5 Feb

Thompson

Green 4.6km 80m
6 Ben Carter
43.00
12 Aly Brook
48.36
Mike Pedley
w13 (35.49)
Ben tells us, “Unfortunately, the weather
for Thompson park meant it was pretty
miserable and so the least said about
that one the better.!”

Norfolk Park © geograph N Theasby
only about 1km x 1km, the terrain is remarkably varied, with both deciduous
and coniferous woods, heather-clad
heath and open areas. There are some
old quarries with cliffs .
SELOC Saturday series
Moss
Bank Park 19 Feb
Technical 4.1km 65m
2 Ben Carter
30.09
7 Aly Brook
34.51
Ben and Aly nipped over the border to
Lancashire for this event, I asked them
what it was like?
“Moss Bank
Park was great as it had some really intricate detail and a full covering of snow
which the organisers hadn't been expecting. It was very varied with some
fast open parkland features as well.
It was great training as enough to challenge you and get you thinking but not
so much you can't evaluate your performance afterwards.”

CLARO Yorks Super League
Dob
Park 13 Feb
Green (length: 2.9km, climb: 100m, 20
Roseberry Topping © wiki
controls)
CLOK Long Distance
Roseber14 Roy Lindsell
76.14
Beaudesert 6 Feb
ry Topping 6 Feb
23 Neil Croasdell
115.48
Short Green (length: 2.2km, climb: 80m,
Short Green 3.5km 120m
17 controls)
2 Roy Lindsell
44.49
44.06
Some would argue Beaudesert is one of 5 Gilly Markham
7 Paul Jackson
61.27
the best areas in central England, Roy
Very Short Green (length: 1.5km, climb:
Lindsell agrees, “I have run here many
times in my 45 years of orienteering and 60m, 13 controls)
32.19
it never fails to thrill. The terrain is com- 1 Gill Ross
3 Rod Shaw
45.54
plex and challenging and… as the name
5 Maggie Shaw
73.08
suggests beautiful. Yes, 2nd out of 75
starters on short green was a pretty
Sometimes there are areas that you write
good result”
off and say never again, Angram Moor is
one, and for your editor, Dob Park is anSROC Spring series
Healey
other, however Gill remembers, “the wet
Nab 6 Feb
and swampy bits from a previous event
Green 4km 190m
but I decided to go anyway. “
Paul
Jackson
m5-23
Thompson Park Map PFO
I asked her how she found the event,
“Dob Park for me was disappointHealey
Nab
is
a
hill
to
the
east
of
ChorShort Green (length: 3km, climb: 125m,
ing. However our course was confined
ley,
rising
to
208m
with
the
lowest
part
14 controls)
to the gentler eastern side of the map
of
the
competition
area
at
about
130m.
5 Gill Ross
54.20
which really didn't give much of a chalFrom
the
top
there
are
good
views
east
The iconic hill was not enough to tempt
to Winter Hill and Anglezarke Moor and lenge. It was still very wet in places
more than Gill Ross to go, here is her
west over the Lancashire plain. Although though.!”
take on the event..
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Ilkley Moor Weekend
AIRE British Night Championships
Ilkley Moor 19 Feb
M21L 9.7km 370m
Connor Smith
rtd
M40L 8.225km 300m
3 James Williams 77.51
M50L 6.7km 250m
4 James Logue
73.05
M60S 3.9km 126m
2 John Elliott
123.42
M80 2.775km 80m
Rod Shaw
m7-9 (167.02)
W50L 4.5km 160m
3 Emma Harrison
66.05
The contingent that went to Ilkley
Moor, with, or bart’hat wasn’t huge,
but two podium, places isn’t to be
sniffed at. For such a small club.
It was hard work in the day event with
rain, wind and quite tough courses, I
wondered whether the more benign
weather at the nights was help or a
hindrance ?
Emma Harrison, “ It felt a bit 'deja-vu'
so soon after the British Nights in November 2021 to once again be starting
the British Night Champs on a moor in
the snow! The snow obviously brightens the whole area up but it also creates glare making the map harder to
read in the dark and hides the already
indistinct paths on the moor. As such I
was super cautious for the first few
controls as I knew that any errors
would be costly in terms of trying to
relocate.
I felt like a W10 again taking the safe
path routes and ticking off all the features as I went! Later on I also took a
silly route choice up quite a steep hill
and at one point felt I was slipping
back down which was a bit scary at
the time. On reflection I should have
taken a longer path route with a more
gentle climb to achieve the height gain
needed.”
I noticed that not many folk broken 10
minute kilometres, I asked Emma why
she thought that was? “Pretty much as
above, it was essential to navigate
very carefully in the dark plus the

to January
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to April2020
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snow made the area quite slippery.
Combined with the usual Ilkley Moor
physicality and a few errors it was a bit
slow going! “

I was curious to know from Emma
whether overall was she happy with
her run and why? “Yes, mostly I was
happy. Perhaps I was a bit too cautious to begin and the silly route
choice scrambling up a steep slope
cost me some time, plus I made a couple of very silly errors in the wood at
the end but I came 3rd overall so I really can't complain with that !”☺
Rod Shaw was less so successful, here
he talks us through his “run!”
“I don’t travel far to do a night event
so when the British Nights is coming
to Ilkley I must have a go! Ilkley Moor
in daylight is challenging enough but
at night it’s a different matter. You

courses closed in 10 minutes. A pity
because the last 2 controls looked
easy.
In the M80 class there were only 4
runners. I only had to
beat one to get third
place! In the event, one
retired after the first
control and only one
completed the course.
My 5 euro headlamp
was no match for the
searchlights the real
night runners carry.”

Below is Emma’s early part of the race
route gadget trace.
What appears to be straightforward was
compounded by snow and the dark!

“...I felt like a W10 again,
taking the safe path
route…”
can’t see the woods or tarns until you
reach them. The paths aren’t very
clear either.
The start was at the White House.
The first control was quite easy, a
path by the small tarn, fork right and
the control is a small crag above the
path. The second control was a reentrant above the large tarn. Somehow I missed the tarn and relocated
on the edge of the moor. Found
the tarn and then it was easy. The
third control, a small crag was only
150 m away but somehow took 30
mins. Now I resolved to go slowly
and carefully and it paid off but I
missed control 6, a small boulder, a
path beyond helped locate it. Control 7 a large depression below the
White House, sounds easy but it
wasn’t. I decided to retire as the

Run to the Hills
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Ilkley Moor Weekend
gardless of the storm. I ended up
walking through the bracken or
sticking to the paths because I was
10 Connor Smith
100.48
exhausted.” Both Gill Ross and ReBrown 9.225km 230m
becca Lloyd agreed, “it was an awful
13 Ben Carter
134.27
day,” said Rebecca, “not helped by
Short Brown 7.5km 180m
the long walk to the start and having
35 Megan Harrison
100.40
to wait in the storm for call up.”
Blue 5.975km 170m
“Ilkley Moor was a challenge, the
16 Graham Lloyd
76.17
weather was atrocious,” added Gill.
27 Aly Brook
96.33
So atrocious that controls 1 and 2 on
Short Blue 5km 105m
Rebecca and Gill’s courses were re8 Emma Harrison
57.06
moved and they had to go straight
34 Helen Martland
95.59
to number 3. Gill again, “we had to
Green 4.625km 90m
go straight to 3 because of a danger12 Julie Couch
86.43
ously flowing stream. This absolute43 Roy Lindsell
108.27
ly threw me and it took a while to
Short Green 3.175km 95m
decide how to get to 3. The only way
12 Gilly Markham
58.23
I could see was to go downhill quite
23 Gill Ross
79.34
a long way over a bridge then all the
31 Neil Croasdell
98.28
way back up. (Apparently there had
32 Rod Shaw
110.17
been mixed messages at the start
33 Maggie Shaw
113.35
because some people were told to
Rebecca Lloyd
m4-6 (63.20)
use the bridge which I wasn't but
thought it best to do so). I conseFollowing on from the British Night quently messed up finding 3 so took
Champs a larger contingent of EPOC far too long to that control.”
went to Ilkley Moor. Unlike the rela- The weather impacted on Ben’s run
tively benign conditions at night, the too, “I set out in full waterproofs
day event was full on Yorkshire
with the goal of moving slower to
storm conditions, with very high
keep constant map contact and
winds and horizontal rain. Comgood route choice. I succeeded on
bined with the physicality of the
the first and failed on the second on
courses this made the event very
challenging for all.
UK League Event Burley & Ilkley
Moors 20 Feb
Black AIRE 10.225km 300m

“...I ended up sticking to the
paths, I was so exhausted...

Despite the reputation Ben Carter
felt that, “Given its reputation and
the weather on the day (gale force
winds and rain) Ilkley was good.
Megan Harrison concurred, “Short
brown was extremely physical re-

The White House Ilkley Moor –W Carlyle
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Rocky Valey– Geograph © J Slater

a couple of legs really making life
difficult for myself. Being tempted
by the nice-looking paths and ending up with too much height loss to
regain!”
I also asked Megan, why she though
times were so slow, “I think people
were so slow primarily due to the
weather and very demanding courses. In one direction you had a headwind that felt like you were running
into a brick wall. Combine this with
some already physical courses and

you’ve got some slow times.”
Graham Lloyd agreed, “On blue you
either were pushed along by the

The beck in spate. (Aire)

wind, or ‘running straight into it,
coupled with the ground conditions
I barely ran, though looking at some
finishing times, some of my peers
must have ankles of steel!”
I asked Ben how did he enjoy the
event in light of the miserable conditions, “I really enjoy open moorland
and rocky type terrain so hope to
enter some more like Ilkley. Still
working on that balance of speed,
accuracy and route choice. I seem to
hit only 1 at a time”
Gill was not so positive, “The rest
of the controls after 3, were ok
but very physical and following
that long leg to 3 I was too tired,
wet and cold to bother very
much. I think I contemplated retiring about 3 times but in the end
I did complete the course and was
happy with my position. Also, following a few complaints, our
times up to and including control
3 were voided, it didn't alter my position but felt happier that it created
a fairer result.” Rebecca finished off
by saying, “I’d had enough of the
ground conditions, so I missed out
some more distant controls, but it
was nice to out in the open again”

Running Out Of Time
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SYO 50th B’Day Weekend
SYO National Event Big Moor 26
Feb
Short Green
5 Roy Lindsell
9 Gilly Markhan
11 Paul Jackson
12 Ian Couch
Green
27 Jackie Scarf
33 Julie Couch
57 Rod Shaw
Short Blue
6 Emma Harrison
Blue
5 Phil Scarf
27 Megan Harrison
Short Brown
16 Matthew Tinker

45.04
46.14
48.42
50.55

22 Keith Sykes
78.38
39 Maggie Shaw
121.02
Bob Page mp (50.55)
Roy Lindsell mp (67.37)
Jackie Page mp (114.01)
Very Short Green
11 Ian McMillan
128.19
Phil Thompson mp(133.14)

ly physically and mentally demanding
for me. It felt like a constant battle to
get going but luckily I didn’t make any
major mistakes. I found the course
hard work after Big Moor the day before and the sheer amount of climb.
Overall, probably not my favourite
area”

60.18
64.17
103.31

SYO are celebrating heir 50th birthday this year, and are putting on a lot
of high quality events. The first major
event was a double header on the
53.58
fringes of Sheffield. On the Saturday
on Big Moor, and the Sunday Wharn54.14
cliffe. Your erstwhile editor has not
88.06
had good experiences of either in
recent years, and decided to forgo
77.21
the delights, however Roy Lindsell
did, I asked him if it was a game of
SYO National Event Wharncliffe 27
two halves?
Feb
Short Brown
“The open moorland at the top is the
15 Matthew Tinker 88.06
easier section,” he replied, “ but it was
22 Megan Harrison
99.47
here that I made my only serious erBlue
ror. And it was for that age-old rea7 Phil Scarf
63.20
son: getting too competitive. Near
Short Blue
the end, trying gain an advantage
7 Emma Harrison
66.19
over fellow EPOC member Paul Jack14 Julie Couch
80.52
son, I blundered and lost three
37 Helen Martland
119.25
minutes. 5th out of 42 …still not too
Green
bad a result.”
22 Dick Spendlove
77.14
The next day Wharncliffe proved it27 Jackie Scarf
82.20
self to still be one of Yorkshire’s
45 Neil Croasdell
118.23
more difficult forests, both physi49 Rod Shaw
135.03
cally and navigationally, there was
Short Green
one event where I swear every
3 Ian Couch
57.32
control was Boulder, in a boulder
8 Gilly Markham
64.35
field! Megan Harrison seemed to
17 Paul Jackson
71.04
agree, “Short brown was extreme-

Relay Route Choice, pink or red?

Wharncliffe the dream-SYO

Fastest versus one of the slower runners at Wharncliffe

Big Moor Edgen—SYO
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Portugal O Meet
CAOM Stage1 – medium Distance Relvas Verdes 27 Feb
M Vet 3
4 Mike Pedley 33.02
W Vet 3
38 Helen Pedley 52.50
CAOM – Stage 1–
Santiago do Cacém. 26 Feb
M Vet 3
8 Mike Pedley 69.06
W Vet 3
Helen Pedley retired
Portugal O Meet 2020 was the
last overseas orienteering the
Pedleys did pre-Covid. They entered POM 2021 on the Algarve
with ten friends but it was postponed to 2022. It’s a very popular
event for those with time and a
craving for milder weather.
Mike Pedley told me about their trip to
Portugal in February 2022.
“So we deferred our accommodation to
2022 only to find it cancelled a few
weeks before the event. Not to miss an
opportunity, the organisers of POM
2020, 150km north of Algarve, put on a
four day event on the same dates. With
accommodation already booked and a
300km/day commute unappetizing we
came to the compromise of booking a
couple of nights further north, doing
two days of Costa Atlantico O Meet
(CAOM) and then holidaying on the
Algarve (although two of our party did
do all 4 days!).”
I asked him about the orienteering over
there and here is his report and maps of
the events.
“Day 1: Santo-Andre (long distance):
undulating, dry terrain through cork oak
forests but also some substantial areas

Relvas Verde!

The new West Yorkshire O Club

of knee high bushes. After not running
for 3 weeks prior to the event (knee
trouble) it felt a long way and I took a
stick to protect my knee but managed
to run all the way, no mistakes and very
happy with a top-10 (out of 57 MV-III’s
(M55-64)). Helen was not so successful
and a huge 180 degree error on a long
leg eventually leading to her retiring
after 2.5 hours. Most notable however
was the apres-O… the event was hosted by a gin-maker and gin-themed-park
whose car park we were all parked in.
“ 2: Relvas Verdes (Middle): We trained
on this area 2 years ago and it has some
lovely fast terrain with big spurs and reentrants.

“technical” section in between, less
than half the 4.6km course length
(plus almost 500m run out to the
start triangle ie 3km almost dead
running and 2km orienteering. We
barely reached the nice bit. Somehow I managed 4th (out of 55). All
courses were very similar in fact the
MV III and the WV II+WV III were
identical controls except 1 just run in
opposite directions for all but the
last control.
“Still, whatever the quality of the
courses, it was a lovely temperature
for orienteering, the locals were
friendly as always and the food
good. Can’t think of a better place to
O in February.”

—-Unfortunately the Portugese desire
to have no walk to the start or finish
On the next page are two of the
meant huge sections of dead running at maps from the events.
the beginning and end and a tiny
Interestingly there was a fairly sizable British contingent
with folk from Bristol,
SBOC, SLOW, and the
British Army as well as a
hotchpotch of former
EPOC members, Airenteers and various hangers on from SYO calling
themselves West Yorkshire Orienteers

Aly Brook carefully reading her map

Joanna Emberton striding out
Helen Pedley flying at Santiago do Cacem
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Portugal O Meet Maps
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British Middle Distance Weekend

WAOC UKOL Salcey Forest 5 March
Blue 7.9km
19 Graham Lloyd
69.13
Short Blue 5.3km
40 William Martland
91.08
Green 5.1km
27 Helen Martland
63.36
Short Green 3.4km
48 Rebecca Lloyd
70.40
William Martland made the best decision on the day. On the OS map
Salcey Forest looked interesting, it’s
some of the last medieval hunting
forest in the UK? Try primeval!
Helen Martland told me, she found
the area, "Brambly and ditchy! The
rumours led me to believe it was really rough and I know several people
who stayed away because of that.”
Like me the weekend event was close
to where Helen grew up, she continued, “ However I grew up 15 minutes
away and remember going there as a
child so I was keen to see what it
would be like to orienteer
there. Despite the excessive brambles and the ditches, it wasn’t as bad
as I had expected and the small area
of forest near the voided control was
lovely. Many of the controls in ditches
were hung quite high which also
helped a lot.”
Rebecca Lloyd agreed, “It was really
rough underfoot, so I pretty much
stayed on paths till the last minute,
but there were some nice bits, just not
used well”
Helen agreed, “if I were to do this
again I would not even try to cross
anything darker than a very pale
green and concentrate harder when
counting ditches.”
Times were very slow, despite all the
paths, Helen concurred, “It was pretty
2020 to January 2021
AprilNovember
–July 2021
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slow going in most of the forest. Maybe people were saving themselves for
the British Middles the next day? “
Graham was surprised that the warm
up event wasn’t elsewhere on the
greensand ridge.
SMOC British Middle Distance
Champs Rushmere Country Park
6 March
M18 5.1km 150m
18 William Martland
72.19
M21 6.3km 190m
26 Connor Smith
57.09
M50 5.5km 175m
1 James Logue
31.35
38 David Harrison
65.26
M55 5.1km 150m
5 Simon Martland
36.09
M60 5km 170m
3 Jon Emberton
35.14
21 Graham Lloyd
56.57
W21 5.4km 195m
11 Laura Harrison
57.52
W50 3.8km 140m
4 Emma Harrison
32.57
23 Helen Martland
48.42
W55 3.2km 105m
31 Rebecca Lloyd
70.27
W60 3.2km 105m
27 Jo Emberton
59.25
Good weather, and an excellent
arena made for an exciting day of
racing.
The woods at Rushmore were busy
with members of the public, which
made concentrating all the more
important. Lots of short legs, changes of direction and detailed contours really did keep you focussed.
Rebecca and Graham Lloyd were
both completely foxed by the control below Graham making the east
west path, match the north south

path, losing 5 minutes on the leg. Rebecca a little more.
“There was the massive gate to nowhere that was really confusing, as I
couldn't see it on the map” I can’t really remember how I found the control,
but I think I just stumbled across it.”

The control that caught a few out.

Nowhere To Run To
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Event Round Up
EBOR Regional Event North Yorkshire water Park 6 March
Blue (length: 7.1km, climb: 5m, 25 controls)
12 Ben Carter
67.32
16 Aly Brook
78.13
Green (length: 4.6km, climb: 5m, 16
controls)
11 Roy Lindsell
61.50
23 Paul Jackson
89.04
Neil Croasdell
w 14 (89.14)
Short Green (length: 3.9km, climb: 5m,
14 controls)
11 Gill Ross
75.06
Very Short Green (length: 3.2km, 17
controls)
2 Judith Goodair
43.43
5 Guy Goodair
57.54
9 Fred Ross
79.59
Folk thinking that The Yorkshire Water
Park was going to be a simple urban
event may have been mistaken. The
park, as can be seen by the map, is anything but urban. Also interesting to see a
map reminiscent of those seen in other
parts of Europe, with 5 sponsors on the
map!
PFO Regional Towneley Colliery 13
Mar
Technical 5.1km 200m
9 Lindsay McMillan
52.56
21 Ben Carter
61.39
28 Aly Brook
67.08
Towneley Colliery gives some detailed
orienteering amongst the old spoils,
buildings and gullies. There is a deep
stream valley too.
The area, usually added to the park
map, has now been linked to Healey
Heights (or Healey Woods) which is
another ex-mining area but less detailed, though there are some unusual
features and tricky parts. Participants

Towneley Colliery– wiki

November 2020 to January 2021
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were advised to take care with their
route choice between the two areas.

Gill Ross
43.50
14 Jackie Page
48.30
A handful of members went up to
PFO Spring Series Towneley Park
Thirsk for this event, it seems there
East 19March
were quite a few to choose from that
Green 5.1km 100m
weekend. Nevertheless Emma Harri4 Lindsay McMillan
39.51
son was top three having moved up an
5 Julian Green
43.30 age class. Arabella was trying out her
knee after injury, did well, but said afEBOR Thirsk Town and Sowerby
terwards, “ It still hurts, Ill just have to
Flats 19 Mar
take it easy for a few more weeks.”
Brown
6 Ben Carter
55.44
18 David Harrison
73.01
Blue
3 Emma Harrison
43.45
10 Aly Brook
49.27
16 Megan Harrison 52.14
Green
12 Stephen Warner
49.38
Short Green
3 Arabella Woodrow
35.26

Run Through The Jungle
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Events
Round Up
More
Results
HALO Compass Sport Cup Heat Dun- 6 Gilly Markham
combe Park & Windy Pits 13 Mar
9 Roy Lindsell
Brown
5 Connor Smith
73.19
Short Brown
3 Phil Scarf
53.15
4 James Williams
55.19
8 Matthew Tinker
65.33
Blue Women
5 Laura Harrison
56.32
8 Megan Harrison
65.13
Blue Men
1 James Logue
36.05
2 Simon Martland
41.41
18 David Harrison
69.24
Green Women
2 Emma Harrison
38.46
6 Jacke Scarf
48.20
24 Rebecca Lloyd
90.58

37.33
41.10

Graham Lloyd

15 Keith Sykes
25 Jo Emberton
27 Neil Croasdell
34 David Morgan
Junior Men Green
7 Will Martland
Super Vet Short green
4 Rod Shaw
8 Mike Thorpe (Above)
9 Juliet Morgan
12 Maggie Shaw

46.34
60.43
63.59
89.44
60.37
56.46
67.09
69.09
78.44

With more clubs qualifying as small
ones, there were many more clubs

All through the race this competitor
was following the coaching advice
of “keep it orange” Until here.!
The red line is the route they took,
ending up flailing around in thick
vegetation and contours, to have
followed the red dotted line would
have made the leg much quicker.
Green Men
2 Jon Emberton
36.13
7 Graham Lloyd (above) 44.22
26 Paul Jackson
69.50
29 Stephen Warner 76.01
Veteran Short Green
November 2020 to January 2021
Nov-Dec
April
–July
2021
2021
issue
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Rebecca Lloyd was a reluctant Green
competitor, but was pleased enough to
not be last., “Its not fair, how does he
get to run Green!? That’s the same
course as me.”

Jonathan Emberton (above) was keen
to see how the men’s Green compared
to the Green Women’s, there wasn’t
much difference.
“Their course looks almost identical,
just a few
gafJonathan Emberton
fles really!
My
course was
tricky
in a couple of places, mainly due to the
dense vegetation pushing you in another direction. The flat area at the
end was a bit taxing as it all pretty
much looked the same.”
Graham Lloyd was really pleased with
his top 10 finish, “Looks like my sports
psychology and training are beginning
to work. And I am delighted to actually
score for the first time ever in this
competition!”
Club Captain Connor Smith was delighted, “Well done
Photos Wendy Carlyle to all who ran today. We did it! We
qualified for the
final. “

Mike Thorpe

competing in the trophy qualifier than
in the Cup, with only AIRE and SYO in
that competition.
Jackie Scarf ( bottom right) was
pleased with her run, especially in light
of her recent injury and subsequent
helicopter ride in Spain.
“Yes, I’m quite pleased,” she said, “ it
wasn’t that difficult though the last bit
of woods was a little bit tricky.”

Jackie Scarf downloads—
Photo G LLoyd

Keep OnRunning
Runningin the Family
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Events Round Up
Masterplan Adventure Sprint Scotland Menziehill West & East 2 March
19
Race 1
Race 2
Hyper Vet Men
Guy Goodair
25.00
m10
Hyper Vet Women
1 Judith Goodair 25.40
21.56
Masterplan Adventure Sprint Scotland Dundee Balgay 20 March
Mens Hypervet
8 Guy Goodair
32.24
Womens Hypervet
2 Judith Goodair
26.44
Only Guy and Judith made it north of
the border to what looked like a really
exciting area. With plenty to test the
orienteer, a good result for Judith, an
interesting mix of terrain as seen on
her course below.

CLOK, like LOC put on a weekend
event over the weekend of the 19th
and 20th March. Only Ben and Aly
made it to the Sunday event. Was this
perhaps because other folk knew
what the area was like and stayed
away?
DVO EM Champs
Stanton Moor 20 Mar
Course 6 Length 3.1km, 45m climb, 13
controls
15 Roy Lindsell
56.47
Course 7 Length 5.2km, 135m climb, 21
controls
2 Emma Harrison
60.58
LOC Duddon Weekend Caw 20
Mar
Blue 6.7km 280m
24
Graham Lloyd 78:14
5
Rebecca Lloyd 66:07

The Lloyd’s were surprised no
other EPOCs made it to the Lake
District, for what was a weekend
of great weather and three
events. A do it yourself sprint, and
a middle distance event on the
Saturday and a classic long distance event on the Sunday. Due
to family issues they were only
able to make the Sunday event,
but that was still worth going to.
“With Pwll Du and Clydach Terrace coming up at the JK I thought,
it was really good to get some
serious contour practice,” said
Graham. Rebecca was delighted
to be at the near start and had a
tricky enough course to keep her
entertained.
Graham tried to put into practice
Jonathan’s “Make it Orange”
coaching tip and came unstuck on
the first leg. He asked Jonathan
about it, and he said. “Make the
contours your line feature, head
If you go to the Scottish Sprints Facebook
to where the contours curve and
B
page there are quite a few videos to give
spread out then go up.”
you an idea of the kind of terrain the orient“That’s what I tried to do!” said
eers can across.
Graham, he did make the long leg
orange, but for lack of fitness didn’t make great inroads on his riCLOK Acorn Event Boltby 20 Mar
vals, still in a very strong field he said
Brown
he was, “happy with a top 25 placing,
6 Ben Carter
108.28
5th amongst my peers!”
Blue
Above is leg 1 on the blue course at
17 Aly Brook
84.28
Caw. Graham is purple and DVO’s
Andy Sykes is red, they have had quite
a long standing rivalry. Graham was
meant to run hard along the contour
to January 2021
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to April2020
2022
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to the re-entrant, but the ground was
more rocky and the re-entrant was
almost non existent. So was much

slower than he would have liked.
Below is their long leg, Graham took
10 seconds less than Andy!
“If I’d been fitter, I reckon I could have
taken 10 minutes,” he added, “ some
M16 whippersnapper did the leg in
about 11 minutes, as opposed to miy 16
minutes or so!”
Both Rebecca and Graham were surprised to be the only EPOC members
in attendance.

Little Runaway
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Monday, Wednesday & Friday Events

Calderdale
Monday Runs
Graham Lloyd is now a UK athletics
licensed Leader in Running Fitness,
which means that he is qualified to lead
these runs. Anybody is welcome to join
in and invitations have been sent out to
local clubs.
All abilities catered for with the faster
runners either looping back to the
slower ones, or taking a longer route
where possible, no runner is left behind, but might choose to cut their run
short.
On the first Monday of the month the
runs will take place from a local café.
Otherwise the runs move around Calderdale .
If you want take part then you will need
to join the Monday Runs WhatsApp
group. If you are a luddite and don’t
possess a capable phone, get in touch
with Graham and he will contact you
via email, or text.
We run for about an hour, starting at
10:00 hours, but have been known to
get carried away. Location details are
usually What’sApped as soon as an accurate weather forecast is released. So
sometime as late as Sunday evening.
Runners are encouraged to bring a flask
and a snack for afterwards.
Please invite your friends.
For further details
Please contact Graham egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk.He’ll add you to the
What’sApp group.

November 2020 to January 2021
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WRINKLIES’
WEDNESDAY RUN
and WALK: T
Although these runs and walks
are titled Wrinklies, anyone who
is available can turn up.
There are faster and slower runs
and walks arranged each week,
in the countryside, across the
three EPOC areas. We meet at
10a.m. and run or walk for 1-2
hours ending with lunch
(optional) in cafes, pubs or outdoors. Details will be sent out on
Sunday,16thMay.
If you would like to join in please
E-Mail Jackie Page at
jpage2729@gmail.com
If you are already on the Wrinklies list you will be contacted
automatically.

The Wednesday wrinklies in earlier times enjoying a phot opp on the
Golden Gate Bridge, San
Francisco.
“It never ceases to
amaze me how lucky we
are to live in this area”

Friday Morning wrinklies’ bike
ride
Originally started by Anthony
Greenwood I believe, these still
have a core of EPOC members
and other assorted hangers on
who turn up to be beasted by
the ever increasing numbers of
riders on e-bikes. These rides
are now coordinated by Martin
Ellis who sometimes comes on
the Monday runs
These rides are a movable feast
and rotate around the area.
Generally they are off road, but
each ride leader will let you
know what sort of bike is needed, from a hybrid, a gravel or
cross, to a full on single track
mountain bike. Rides start at
10:00 and last for two hours. If
you want to be on the mailing
list email Graham Lloyd at egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk and he
will forward on your details.

Dibs
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YHOA Leagues
Yorkshire Superleague 2022
13 Feb 22

CLARO – Dobb Park, middle distance (Regional)

20 Feb 22

AIRE – Burley & Ilkley Moors (National UKOL)

26 Feb 22

SYO (50th Anniversary Double)- Big Moor (National)

27 Feb 22

SYO (50th Anniversary Double)- Wharncliffe Woods (National)

28 Aug 22

EBOR (White Rose Weekend)- tbc (National)

04 Sep 22

SYO (50 years of SYO & YHOA Middle Championships) – Ecclesall

18 Sep 22

AIRE – Conistone North (National) & YHOA Championships

30 Nov 22

EPOC – Ogden Water (Regional)

06 Nov 22

EBOR – tbc (Regional)

04 Dec 22

HALO – tbc (Regional)

Ben Carter currently lies in third
place, but his
good result at
Akroyden may
put him higher.
Aly brook is 2nd in
WO, Megan Harrison 3rd Emma
Harrison is 1st on
WV Neil Croasdell 10th on MUV Arabella
Woodrow lies 3rd on WUV, with Gill Ross,
6th, Jackie Page 8th, & Sue Levinson 11th.

There are no standings in the
league that I can find online at
the moment, though the points
awarded at each event are
posted on the Super-league
website.
The YHOA Superleague website has been updated. http://
www.yhoa.org.uk/yorkshiresuperleague/

Yorkshire Urban league 2022
19/03/2022 Thirsk– EBOR
10/04/2022 Halifax (Akroydon) -EPOC
29/05/2022 York-EBOR
25/06/2022 Leconfield/Hull University– HALO
26/06/2022 Beverley-HALO
17/07/2022 SYO
23/07/2022 Huddersfield (Lindley)-EPOC

So good start for some EPOC members

24/07/2022 Huddersfield (Birkby)-EPOC
11/09/2022 Ripon- CLARO

https://www.oxfordfusion.com/ukul/
index.cfm?&Org=6

22/10/2022 HALO

Yorkshire Night league 2021-2022

Congratulations to Emma and
Megan Harrison who were and
third on Womens Open. They
may have received some coveted
coasters which were awarded to
the winners and some higher
placed finishers.

Date

Club

Location

20 Nov 21

CLARO

Pinewoods, Harrogate

04 Dec 21

HALO

Central Park, Scunthorpe

18 Dec 21

EPOC

Newmillerdam, Wakefield

08 Jan 22

AIRE

Gotts Park, Leeds

Emma told me some time ago,
that night orienteering is a great
way to really improve your day
time navigation, though it quite
niche.

15 Jan 22

SYO

Blacka Moor, Sheffield

So next year why not give it a go?

22 Jan 22

EBOR

Earswick, York

http://www.yhoa.org.uk/yhoa-night-league/
November 2020 to January 2021
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Position

Prior

Name

Gender

Total

Event scores to count

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
F

7875
7874
7699
7647
7589
7562
7427
7305
7257
7176
7121
7119
7068
7009
6976
6933
6910
6666
6615
6570
6514
6442
6371
6149
6122
6112
6056
6015
5965
5950
5864
5802
5725
5665
5622
5606
5531
5505
5447
5433
5296
5273
5243
5236
5047
5028
5004
4895
4843
4293
4267
4263

1295, 1310, 1296, 1306, 1344, 1324
1307, 1307, 1309, 1320, 1310, 1321
1265, 1305, 1272, 1275, 1307, 1275
1266, 1276, 1269, 1272, 1277, 1287
1284, 1264, 1257, 1261, 1265, 1258
1265, 1254, 1264, 1261, 1265, 1253
1236, 1235, 1245, 1237, 1239, 1235
1196, 1205, 1257, 1214, 1217, 1216
1202, 1209, 1214, 1205, 1207, 1220
1241, 1185, 1187, 1185, 1188, 1190
1185, 1190, 1168, 1183, 1172, 1223
1159, 1176, 1209, 1210, 1161, 1204
1165, 1193, 1181, 1175, 1179, 1175
1126, 1186, 1109, 1211, 1199, 1178
1146, 1140, 1163, 1161, 1167, 1199
1176, 1153, 1144, 1148, 1163, 1149
1145, 1144, 1141, 1157, 1182, 1141
1112, 1096, 1122, 1103, 1131, 1102
1095, 1125, 1083, 1102, 1116, 1094
1116, 1083, 1083, 1073, 1099, 1116
1048, 1135, 1050, 1060, 1123, 1098
1082, 1112, 1061, 1057, 1061, 1069
1051, 1067, 1052, 1079, 1067, 1055
1020, 1048, 1011, 1033, 1026, 1011
1002, 1044, 1001, 1042, 1005, 1028
1263, 1224, 1246, 1182, 1197
1032, 988, 1007, 1019, 1029, 981
998, 987, 999, 1056, 995, 980
996, 1058, 962, 964, 996, 989
982, 1000, 999, 993, 983, 993
958, 1059, 970, 965, 953, 959
1021, 983, 958, 939, 946, 955
974, 990, 935, 945, 948, 933
981, 907, 963, 971, 930, 913
861, 960, 1002, 885, 915, 999
1192, 1123, 1050, 1091, 1150
945, 912, 910, 902, 928, 934
966, 913, 852, 967, 852, 955
892, 880, 882, 945, 881, 967
913, 881, 912, 929, 916, 882
889, 950, 846, 884, 852, 875
917, 889, 862, 863, 878, 864
1299, 1304, 1314, 1326
923, 851, 863, 890, 859, 850
888, 842, 809, 843, 867, 798
821, 827, 826, 850, 821, 883
859, 820, 815, 843, 842, 825
820, 823, 815, 789, 855, 793
785, 759, 885, 809, 804, 801
998, 1100, 1061, 1134
757, 715, 813, 641, 675, 666
689, 696, 747, 780, 673, 678

F

3205

564, 511, 536, 537, 557, 500

Juliet Morgan

F

2765

620, 680, 784, 681

Bob Steeper
David Morgan

M
M

2633
2601

847, 889, 897
717, 706, 657, 521

1 (143 -1)
2 (144 +7)
3 (246 -3)
4 (280 -3)
5 (311 -2)
6 (329 -3)
7 (433 -3)
8 (546 +6)
9 (602 -3)
10 (683 +6)
11 (738 +6)
12 (739 +6)
13 (803 +6)
14 (874 +2)
15 (923 +7)
16 (969 +7)
17 (996 +7)
18 (1275 +11)
19 (1333 +14)
20 (1394 +8)
21 (1469 +11)
22 (1561 +9)
23 (1640 +12)
24 (1911 +3)
25 (1944 +15)
26 (1958 +14)
27 (2027 +20)
28 (2067 +11)
29 (2118 +11)
30 (2127 +12)
31 (2209 +10)
32 (2266 +11)
33 (2355 +8)
34 (2409 -93)
35 (2458 -134)
36 (2472 +2)
37 (2519 -2)
38 (2543 -4)
39 (2587 -38)
40 (2603)
41 (2698 +6)
42 (2705 +8)
43 (2731 +8)
44 (2739 -19)
45 (2850 +4)
46 (2872 -3)
47 (2889 -3)
48 (2948 -5)
49 (2968 +2)
50 (3212)
51 (3219 -1)
52 (3224)

2
James Logue
1
Simon Martland
3
Connor Smith
4
Phil Scarf
6
Jonathan Emberton
5
Andy Thorpe
7
Mike Pedley
8
Matthew Tinker
9
Daniel Sutcliffe
10 (1W)
Emma Harrison
13
Ben Carter
11 (2W)
Megan Harrison
12
Graham Lloyd
New (3W)
Lindsay McMillan
17 (4W)
Sarah Pedley
16
Laura Harrison
15
Richard Payne
18
Richard Spendlove
19 (5W)
Jackie Scarf
20 (6W)
Aly Brook
21
William Martland
23
David Harrison
24 (7W)
Julie Couch
22
Ian Couch
26 (8W)
Gillian Markham
25
William Barraclough
28 (9W)
Helen Pedley
27
Paul Jackson
31 (10W)
Helen Martland
30
Roy Lindsell
29
Keith Sykes
33 (11W) ARABELLA WOODROW
34
Neil Croasdell
32
Brian Mellor
35
Stephen Warner
36 (12W)
Viv Barraclough
39 (13W)
Gill Ross
37(14W)
Linda Hayles
38
James Wetherill
40
John Elliott
43(15w)
Judith Goodair
44(16W)
Jackie Page
54
James Williams
41
Rod Shaw
46
Robert Page
45 (17W)
Rebecca Lloyd
48 (18W)
Joanna Emberton
47
Guy Goodair
49 (19W)
Jane Payne
New
Julian Green
50 (20W)
Susanne Levinson
51 (21W)
Margaret Shaw

56 (3623 +19)

55 (22W)

Joy Mellor

57 (3798 +13)

60 (23W)

58 (3839 +13)
59 (3853 +11)

56
61
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Current

Prior

Name

Gender

Total

Event scores to count

60 (3938 +13)

58

Ciaran Bourne
Simon Bourne
Emily Thompson
Martyn Hodgson
Philip Thompson
Bryan Parkinson
Seth Barraclough
Christopher Coles
Jane Hodgson
Steve Lowe
Paul Oates
Ian McMillan

M

2416

801, 711, 904

M

2190

1015, 1175

F

2044

1061, 983

M

1995

1005, 990

M

1893

601, 717, 575

M

1868

862, 1006

M

1855

872, 983

M

1452

749, 703

F

1044

M

985

1044
985
715
377

61 (4065 +25)

59

62 (4177 +27)

62 (24W)

63 (4210 +21)

63

64 (4278 +18)

64

65 (4303 +20)

New

66 (4311 +19)

66

67 (4508 +25)

67

68 (4867 +23)

68 (25W)

69 (4962 +26)

69

70 (5301 +28)

70

71 (5425 +30)

New

M

715

M

377

Here are the British Orienteering rankings up
to the middle of April. With loads more
events since the last Epistle positions have
changed a little. We see a couple of older
members make a return as new entries. This
month I have included the national rankings
in brackets with where you have moved nationally in red) The Prior column is where you
were last Epistle and all the women’s placings
this time in brackets.
If you click or use the link below, or you
search British Orienteering Rankings. You can
hover over the event score and it will tell you
what event.
Also if you go to this link you can play with the rankings
list. Select EPOC from the drop down menu and click
filter. If you click your name you get all your events going back to 2010!
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
rankings+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk

Remember you can also see a graph of your ranking
progress.
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Fixtures Click here to link to BO event diary.
The events listed here are from the BOF Event Diary in a 150
mile radius of EPOC centre (Mirfield!). It does not include
VOCs or mid weeks . All fixtures listed below are subject to
Government COVID 19 restrictions and you must check with
the organisng club regarding safety protocols, pre-entry
and if the event is going ahead.

Green are Regional events. Yellow are National events. Blue are
EPOC events. Non highlighted events are ‘local’ events or activities. Almost certainly all events are likely to be pre entry, with
the bigger events filling up fast.

Date

Event Name

Level

Club

Venue

Town Near

Sun 10/04/22

YHOA Urban League

Regional

EPOC

Akroydon

Halifax

Fri 15/04/22

Jan Kjellström Festival - Sprint

Major

SBOC

Singleton Park

Swansea

Sat 16/04/22

Jan Kjellström Middle (UKOL)

Major

SWOC

WOA

Clydach Terrace

Sun 17/04/22

Jan Kjellström Long (UKOL)

Major

SWOC

WOA

Pwll Du

Sat 23/04/22

Lakeland Weekend Day 1

Regional

SROC

Blakeholme

Newby Bridge

Sun 24/04/22

Lakeland Weekend Day 2

Regional

LOC

Loughrigg

Ambleside

Sun 08/05/22

Regional Event

Regional

SYO

Treeton

Sheffield

Sat 14/05/22

Tockholes Regional

Regional

PFO

Tockholes Wood

Blackburn

Sun 15/05/22+

Regional Event and Yvette Baker

Regional

AIRE

Buck Wood

Thackley (N Bradford)

Sun 15/05/22

East Midlands League 2022

Regional

DVO

Black Rocks

Wirksworth

Sat 21/05/22

MDOC Urban Weekend

Regional

MDOC

Tytherington

Macclesfield

Sun 22/05/22

MDOC Urban Weekend UKUL

National

MDOC

City of Manchester

Manchester

Sun 29/05/22

YHOA Urban League - York City

Regional

EBOR

York

York

Sun 29/05/22

Kings Lynn Urban

Regional

NOR

Kings Lynn

Kings Lynn

Sat 04/06/22

Stockton Riverside UrbSprints

Regional

CLOK

Riverside area

Stockton on Tees

Sun 05/06/22

Newcastle City Race (UKUL)

Regional

NATO

City Centre East

Newcastle upon Tyne

Sat 11/06/22

British Sprint Relay Champs

Major

Headingley Campus

Leeds

Sun 12/06/22

British Sprint Champs (UKOL)

Major

AIRE

Leeds University

Leeds

at 18/06/22

Heart of Eng Urban -Coventry

National

OD

Coventry City

Coventry

Sun 19/06/22

Birmingham European City Race

National

HOC

Sat 25/06/22

Sprint Championships - HALO

Regional

HALO

Birmingham
Hull Old Town & Docks

Sun 26/06/22

YHOA & UK Urban Leagues -

Regional

HALO

Beverley

Beverley

Sun 17/07/22

YHOA Urban League

Regional

SYO

Neepsend (Sheffield Centre-North)

Sheffield

There are a lot of local events in our neighbouring clubs such as PFO, SELOC, AIRE and SYO. Check them out on teir websites or on the BOF Event Diary
Don’t forget many of these events will not be entry on the day, but pre entry only. They will fill up.
If you don’t want to be disappointed, put the entries date in/on you calendar so you can see when to enter.
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On The Lighter Side
This Epistle magazine and its content is copyright of East Pennine Orienteering Club- © 2022 All rights reserved.
Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all of the contents in any form is prohibited other than the following:

•
•

you may print or download to a local hard disk extracts or the entire magazine for your personal and non-commercial use only

you may copy the content to individual third parties for their personal use, but only if you acknowledge the magazine as the source of the material
You may not, except with our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit the content. Nor may you transmit it or store it in any other
website or other form of electronic retrieval system. All copyright holders have been credited where possible.

Deadline for copy for the next issue is 30th June 2022
On The Lighter Side
Well, well, well!
I was told the following story
and wondered if it was true.
Make your own mind up!
At an orienteering event that
was a very prestigious one, a
runner, who was in the top
three of a multi day event, did
the following...
All was going well, but some
how this runner had missed
the last control before the finish.. .They punched the finish,
went to download, saw on
their split time sheet they had
missed the last control at the
beginning of the run in, so
quick as a flash, they spun
round and legged it down the
run in, punched the last control , spun round, punched the
finish again, and a minute later
was punching the download.
The new download over rode
the original punch and the runner was reinstated.

Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have half price entry to any EPOC event when you help
out at an event in some way. If you
need to pre-enter an event the discount code is available from the event
organiser to claim a helper discount!

Apparently once you punch
the finish you’re finished. Was
it like that in pin punch days?

I’m not sure if this has happened to anyone in EPOC
though! ???
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